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OpenLayers Cookbook Jan 01 2020 Over 60 recipes to create GIS web applications with the open source JavaScript library.
PostgreSQL Administration Cookbook, 9.5/9.6 Edition Apr 03 2020 Over 150 recipes to help you administer your PostgreSQL database more efficiently About This Book Get to grips with the capabilities of
PostgreSQL 9.6 to administer your database more efficiently Monitor, tune, secure and protect your database A step-by-step, recipe-based guide to help you tackle any problem in PostgreSQL administration with ease
Who This Book Is For This book is for system administrators, database administrators, data architects, developers, and anyone with an interest in planning for, or running, live production databases. This book is most
suited to those who have some technical experience. What You Will Learn Implement PostgreSQL features for performance and reliability Harness the power of the latest PostgreSQL 9.6 features Manage open source
PostgreSQL versions 9.5 and 9.6 on various platforms Discover advanced technical tips for experienced users Explore best practices for planning and designing live databases Select and implement robust backup and
recovery techniques Explore concise and clear guidance on replication and high availability See the latest details on Logical Replication and Bi-Directional Replication In Detail PostgreSQL is a powerful opensource
database management system; now recognized as the expert's choice for a wide range of applications, it has an enviable reputation for performance and stability. PostgreSQL provides an integrated feature set
comprising relational database features, object-relational, text search, Geographical Info Systems, analytical tools for big data and JSON/XML document management. Starting with short and simple recipes, you will
soon dive into core features, such as configuration, server control, tables, and data. You will tackle a variety of problems a database administrator usually encounters, from creating tables to managing views, from
improving performance to securing your database, and from using monitoring tools to using storage engines. Recipes based on important topics such as high availability, concurrency, replication, backup and recovery,
as well as diagnostics and troubleshooting are also given special importance. By the end of this book, you will have all the knowledge you need to run, manage, and maintain PostgreSQL efficiently. Style and approach
This book takes a step-by-step, recipe-based approach, where each recipe focuses on a particular challenge faced by a PostgreSQL administrator while administering his/her database. Explained in a very easy to follow
manner, every task is supported with best practices, tips and tricks.
The Big Book of Jo's Quick and Easy Meals-Includes 200 recipes and 200 photos! Dec 24 2021 Effortless Recipes for Incredibly Flavorful Weeknight Dishes Joanna Cismaru, author of 30-Minute One-Pot Meals,
is here to show you that simple does not mean bland: these 200, gorgeously shot recipes are as delectable as they are easy to whip up. She will have you making the most of your ingredients and various
appliances—with minimal cleanup, and in no time at all. With standout breakfasts, lunches and dinners, as well as sweets, side dishes, appetizers and more, you’ll always have options for exciting meals. These are just
some of the delicious and comforting recipes found inside: Cheese and Prosciutto-Stuffed Chicken Breasts Baked Honey-Glazed Pork Ribs Blue Cheese Burgers with Crispy Fried Onions Maple and Mustard-Glazed
Salmon Arugula and Basil Pesto Risotto with Sautéed Mushrooms Churro Apple Pie Cookies Mini Blueberry Galettes The Big Book of Jo’s Quick & Easy Meals is the glorious answer to hectic weekdays and busy
weekends, for beginners and seasoned foodies alike. Eating well has never felt easier.
React Native Cookbook Oct 29 2019 Tackling an app development project on multiple platforms is no simple task. When time is in short supply and customers need access from the tap of a home screen, React Native
can provide a lean development team with the tools needed to deliver a multi-platform native experience without juggling multiple programming languages and shifting code bases. React Native is an emerging
technology and best practices are only beginning to bubble up. Fortunately, a growing user community—from tech giants such as Facebook, Yahoo, and Airbnb to the independent developers—is hard at work codifying
patterns and best practices for how to use React Native. This cookbook is another milestone on that journey. Aimed at people with some JavaScript and web development experience, the first part of this cookbook covers
some simple tips for getting started with React Native. Part 2 will cover some emerging patterns that are commonly found in most native applications.
Apache Cookbook Sep 20 2021 Apache is far and away the most widely used web server platform in the world. Both free and rock-solid, it runs more than half of the world's web sites, ranging from huge e-commerce
operations to corporate intranets and smaller hobby sites, and it continues to maintain its popularity, drawing new users all the time. If you work with Apache on a regular basis, you have plenty of documentation on
installing and configuring your server, but where do you go for help with the day-to-day stuff, like adding common modules or fine-tuning your activity logging?The Apache Cookbook is a collection of problems,
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solutions, and practical examples for webmasters, web administrators, programmers, and everyone else who works with Apache. For every problem addressed in the book, there's a worked-out solution or "recipe"-short, focused pieces of code that you can use immediately. But this book offers more than cut-and-paste code. You also get explanations of how and why the code works, so you can adapt the problem-solving techniques
to similar situations.The recipes in the Apache Cookbook range from simple tasks, such installing the server on Red Hat Linux or Windows, to more complex tasks, such as setting up name-based virtual hosts or securing
and managing your proxy server. The two hundred plus recipes in the book cover additional topics such as: Security Aliases, Redirecting, and Rewriting CGI Scripts, the suexec Wrapper, and other dynamic content
techniques Error Handling SSL Performance The impressive collection of useful code in this book is a guaranteed timesaver for all Apache users, from novices to advanced practitioners. Instead of poking around
mailing lists, online documentation, and other sources, you can rely on the Apache Cookbook for quick solutions to common problems, and then you can spend your time and energy where it matters most.
C# 3.0 Cookbook Jun 17 2021 Completely updated for C# 3.0 and the .NET 3.5 platform, the new edition of this bestseller offers more than 250 code recipes to common and not-so-common problems that C#
programmers face every day. Every recipe in the book has been reconsidered with more than a third of them rewritten to take advantage of new C# 3.0 features. If you prefer solutions you can use today to general C#
language instruction, and quick answers to theory, this is your book. C# 3.0 Cookbook offers a new chapter on LINQ (language integrated query), plus two expanded chapters for recipes for extension methods, lambda
functions, object initializers, new synchronization primitives and more. The new edition is also complemented by a public wiki, which not only includes all of the C# 2.0 recipes from the previous edition unchanged by
the release of C# 3.0, but invites you to suggest better ways to solve those tasks. Here are some of topics covered: LINQ Numeric data types and Enumerations Strings and characters Classes and structures Generics
Collections Exception handling Delegates, events, and lambda expressions Filesystem interactions Web site access XML usage (including LINQ to XML, XPath and XSLT) Networking Threading Data Structures &
Algorithms Each recipe in the book includes tested code that you can download from oreilly.com and reuse in your own applications, and each one includes a detailed discussion of how and why the underling technology
works. You don't have to be an experienced C# or .NET developer to use C# 3.0 Cookbook. You just have to be someone who wants to solve a problem now, without having to learn all the related theory first.
Sass and Compass Designer's Cookbook Nov 10 2020 Over 120 practical and easy-to-understand recipes that explain how to use Sass and Compass to write efficient, maintainable, and reusable CSS code for your web
development projects About This Book Leverage Sass to make your CSS code maintainable, reusable and prevent code duplications Shorten debug time with Sass when creating complex CSS code for different browsers
and devices Write easy and bullet-proof CSS with Compass using this step-by-step and detailed guide Who This Book Is For This book is mainly intended for web developers and designers who are comfortable with CSS
and HTML. If you are someone with some experience with CSS, you will find the learning curve of learning Sass syntax to be less steep. Basic knowledge of web development is helpful but you don't have to be a
programmer to understand Sass. What You Will Learn Spend less time debugging code Compile Sass code into readable and maintainable CSS Integrate Sass in your own projects Reuse your code to prevent code
duplications Write reusable and portable CSS code Make use of pre-built and established code written by other developers Reduce development and maintenance time of your projects Set up a development environment
with Gulp In Detail Sass and Compass Designer's Cookbook helps you to get most out of CSS3 and harness its benefits to create engaging and receptive applications. This book will help you develop faster and reduce
the maintenance time for your web development projects by using Sass and Compass. You will learn how to use with CSS frameworks such as Bootstrap and Foundation and understand how to use other libraries of prebuilt mixins. You will also learn setting up a development environment with Gulp. This book guides you through all the concepts and gives you practical examples for full understanding. Style and approach This book is
the perfect mix of essential theory combined with real-life examples and problems, with clear explanations of the more sophisticated Sass concepts. Learn Sass and Compass with practical and well-explained example
code. This book follows a problem and solution approach that is convenient to understand and follow.
Twilio Cookbook: Second Edition Mar 03 2020 This book is a practical, hands-on guide that provides the reader with a number of clear, step-by-step bite-size recipes. If you are a developer and want to learn about
integrating Twilio's API into your websites for telephone solutions, then this book is for you. Basic knowledge of PHP and MySQL is expected.
Grain Free Cookbook: Quick & 5 Minute Easy Grain Free Smoothies Blender Recipes May 29 2022 Red Hot New "Grain Free Cookbook: Quick & 5 Minute Easy Grain Free Smoothies Blender Recipes You Can
Add To Your Lifestyle To Maximize Your Energy, Vitality, Health & Happiness" Release! Spend a little time with this amazing compilation of 3 books that includes a collection of Juliana Baldec's healthy & scrumptious
smoothies that you can add to your Grain Free Diet Today for awesome pound dropping results! Inside you'll find: Book 1: Juicing Recipes For Vitality & Health Book 2: 21 Amazing Weight Loss Smoothie Recipes Book
3: Paleo Is Like You (Fun Little Paleo Lifestyle Poem a day book with inspirational and motivational rhyming verses to spice up your results) You will love discovering some new smoothie recipes that you might add to
your Diet of Lifestyle. Consider these healthy & scrumptious smoothies to spice up any boring diet & finally get the results you want. If you love smoothies & blender drinks you will love this compilation to complete
your smoothie recipe collection. Forget the old concept because there is no need to waist your time in the kitchen with old school recipes that take too long to make. There is every reason to make smoothies the new & 5
minute quick way so that you will gain more time out of your day & life! Learn the new way of adding smoothies to your Diet and/or lifestyle today if you want to achieve your dream weight. Empower yourself via healthy
and pound dropping smoothies & live a healthier, leaner and cleaner lifestyle. This compilation will give you some amazing insights into the wonderful world of Smoothies, the healthy Smoothie lifestyle & how you can
connect your diet goals with the Smoothie lifestyle in order to achieve your dream figure & a happier & healthier you without being hungry all the time. Double Your Life Today with these healthy and scrumptious
smoothies that you can add to your Grain Free Diet to maximize your pound dropping results...
Proxmox Cookbook Dec 12 2020 Over 60 hands-on recipes to perform server virtualization and manage virtualized server solutions with Proxmox About This Book Learn the process of installing, configuring, and
managing Proxmox clusters Explore ways of integrating various storage systems with Proxmox Step-by-step and easy-to-learn instructions to build virtual environments of any size using Proxmox Who This Book Is For
This book is perfect for system administrators who want to learn to implement and administer Proxmox VE environments. Since this book will not cover the basics of Proxmox, a basic understanding of virtualization and
networking with Proxmox VE is required. What You Will Learn Install and configure an enterprise grade, cluster-based virtual environment using Proxmox Manage a cluster with Graphical User Interface using
datacenter, node, KVM, and OpenVZ menus among others Learn different ways of configuring your network and clusters to create complex cloud services Configure and manage the built-in Proxmox firewall to protect
your virtual environment Integrate storage systems such as Ceph, Sheepdog, and ZFS for virtual machine management to suit your business needs Backup and restore your data via stop suspend, and snapshot modes
Upgrade a Proxmox node with new releases and apply update patches through GUI or CLI Monitor the resources and virtual machines to maintain performance and uptime Explore commands used for Proxmox and
Ceph cluster through CLI In Detail Proxmox VE goes head to head with big virtualization platforms without bearing the overheads of high costs and vendor lock-ins. Rock solid stability and extremely easy manageability
gives Proxmox VE an edge in the world of virtualization. The Proxmox cluster file system (pmxcfs) is designed uniquely for storage of configuration files with high security and reliability. Its simplicity and robustness
make it easy for system administrators to manage their systems efficiently. Proxmox VE's intuitive interface, high availability, and unique central management system puts it on par with the world's best virtualization
platforms. Its simplicity and high quality of service is what makes it the foremost choice for most system administrators. Starting with a step-by-step installation of Proxmox nodes along with an illustrated tour of
Proxmox graphical user interface where you will spend most of your time managing a cluster, this book will get you up and running with the mechanisms of Proxmox VE. Various entities such as Cluster, Storage, and
Firewall are also covered in an easy to understand format. You will then explore various backup solutions and restore mechanisms, thus learning to keep your applications and servers safe. Next, you will see how to
upgrade a Proxmox node with a new release and apply update patches through GUI or CLI. Monitoring resources and virtual machines is required on an enterprise level, to maintain performance and uptime; to achieve
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this, we learn how to monitor host machine resources and troubleshoot common issues in the setup. Finally, we will walk through some advanced configurations for VM followed by a list of commands used for Proxmox
and Ceph cluster through CLI. With this focused and detailed guide you will learn to work your way around with Proxmox VE quickly and add to your skillset. Style and approach This book is an inclusive and extensive
handbook. It takes a pragmatic approach to complement your system admin skills and accomplish tasks within the Proxmox environment. It consists of illustrations and code-files to help you work with the data as you go
from one recipe to the other.
The Complete Instant Pot Cookbook For Beginners Aug 20 2021 Master The Instant Pot With 600 Foolproof Recipes For Everyday Do you want quick & easy solutions in the kitchen mastering your Instant Pot? Are
you willing to have more free time while cooking delicious meals? Well, if the answer is yes, then that's why I'm here for. To help you with achieving this, I focused on creating the one and only Instant Pot cookbook, for
excellent results, with easy and effortless to cook recipes for anyone. This simple, yet powerful pressure cooker cookbook has plenty of content in the following categories: Foolfproof Rice & Grains recipes for quick
carbs recharge No-fuss Brunch and Dinner recipes to keep ''cheating'' Energizing Smoothies and Breakfasts Great Meatless and Vegetarian recipes Great variety of Soups, Stews and Salads Fascinating Desserts &
Drinks Lots of protein recipes - Poultry, Meat, Fish & Seafood Craveable Side Dishes & Snacks This complete Instant Pot cookbook will take care of your scarce cooking time and will show you the easiest & tastiest way
towards a New Lifestyle based on your Instant Pot pressure cooker.
Business Intelligence Cookbook May 17 2021 Over 80 quick and advanced recipes that focus on real world techniques and solutions to manage, design, and build data warehouse and business intelligence projects
with this book and ebook.
Joomla! 1.5 Cookbook Feb 11 2021 Over 60 quick and direct recipes to help you overcome common Joomla! queries.
Three.js Cookbook Mar 15 2021 This book is ideal for anyone who already knows JavaScript and would like to get a broad understanding of Three.js quickly, or for those of you who have a basic grasp of using Three.js
but want to really make an impact with your 3D visualizations by learning its advanced features. To apply the recipes in this book you don’t need to know anything about WebGL; all you need is some general knowledge
about JavaScript and HTML.
The Quick Fix Kitchen Apr 15 2021 The beloved actress and star of the digital series Quick Fix saves you time and energy with her favorite mealtime hacks, tips to bring joy and balance to your kitchen, and 65 easy,
delicious, and healthy recipes the entire family will love. “I love how Tia breaks down how to organize your pantry and kitchen.”—GIADA DE LAURENTIIS As a busy mom, author, actor, and entrepreneur, Tia Mowry
needed to find quick and easy solutions to a busy life, especially when it came to cooking for her family. She figured out a way to create nutritious, hearty dishes that work for everyone, allowing her to savor moments
spent around the table. Presented in her trademark joyful, down-to-earth fashion, The Quick Fix Kitchen is the complete guide to home cooking, giving you “Quick Fixes” so you don’t have to sacrifice time and energy in
the kitchen. Along with sixty-five easy, delicious recipes, you’ll find everything you need for organization and meal planning: • Pantry organizational hacks • Food shopping tips • Grocery lists and food shopping tips •
Meal prep guidelines • Meal plans You’ll also get advice on building a well-balanced kitchen and a healthy life: • Healthy food swaps and tips for food sensitivities • Seasonal fruits and veggies list • Whole foods for gut
health and cutting down on inflammation • Balancing wholesome and indulgent meals And of course, tips on incorporating the kids: • Age-friendly tasks • Kids’ cooking tools • Trying new foods The recipes themselves
are designed to deliver big flavors with minimum prep and cook time. They include sheet pan meals like Stuffed Pesto Chicken Breast, one-pot meals like Spinach Artichoke Pasta Bake, classics with a healthy twist like
Creamy “Alfredo” Pasta, and creative, kid-friendly snacks like Banana “Sushi” Rolls and Mini Quesadilla Pizzas. With The Quick Fix Kitchen, feeding yourself and your family won’t feel like a chore.
The PDQ (Pretty Darn Quick) Vegetarian Cookbook Apr 27 2022 More than 240 healthy and easy no-prep recipes for creating delicious meals-in 30 minutes or less. No chopping, peeling, slicing, coring, seeding,
whipping, or blending required! From appetizing hors d'oeuvres to impressive desserts, from casual weeknight suppers or elegant dinner parties, The PDQ Vegetarian Cookbook is bursting with great-tasting recipes
that eliminate the prep work by taking clever advantage of the best new convenience foods and innovative time-saving techniques. The PDQ promise: More than 240 nutritious recipes for appetizers, soups, salads,
sandwiches, main courses, side dishes, brunch, and desserts No cutlery, graters, juicers, electric mixers, blenders, or food processors required Tips on using convenience foods like ready-washed salad greens, pre-cut
fruits and vegetables, jarred sauces, and ready-made crusts Most dishes ready in 30 minutes-with minimal kitchen clean-up Nutritional analysis of calories, protein, total fat, cholesterol, carbohydrates, dietary fiber, and
sodium for every recipe More than 100 egg-free, dairy-free vegan recipes with no tofu or other substitutes needed
Ionic Cookbook May 05 2020 Over 35 exciting recipes to spice up your application development with Ionic About This Book Learn how to utilize the robust features of Ionic CLI and its framework to create, develop,
and build your mobile app Explore new integrations with various Backend-as-a-Services, along with AngularJS modules, for creative solutions Use out-of-the-box Ionic functionalities, customize existing components, and
add new components with this comprehensive, step-by-step guide Who This Book Is For If you are a front-end developer and want to take advantage of your existing mobile application development skills to develop
cross-platform mobile apps, this book is for you. You will build up your Ionic knowledge with in-depth recipes on Angular.js, Cordova, and Sass. What You Will Learn Authenticate users using an e-mail password, Twitter,
Facebook, Google+, and LinkedIn Retrieve data and store it using Firebase Access native device functionalities such as a camera, contact list, e-mail, and maps using ngCordova Work with localStorage and SQLite for
persistent data access on the client side Communicate to and from your app using push notifications or SMS Leverage AngularJS events and Ionic-specific events to communicate across pages, controllers, and directives
Customize the color and theme of your Ionic app Create new custom directives as components Compile your app for iOS, Android, and Windows Phone In Detail The world of mobile development is extremely fragmented
with many platforms, frameworks, and technologies available. Ionic is intended to fill that gap, by enabling developers to build apps that have a native feel to them, using web technologies such as HTML, CSS, and
AngularJS. Ionic makes it easy for front-end developers to become app developers. The framework provides superior performance with deep Cordova integration and a comprehensive set of tools for prototyping,
backend support, and deployment. Ionic Cookbook takes you through the process of developing a cross-platform mobile app using just HTML5 and the JavaScript-based Ionic. You will start with an introduction to the
CLI and then move on to building and running an app. You will explore common features of real-world mobile apps such as authenticating a user, and getting and saving data using either Firebase or Local Storage.
Next, the book covers how Ionic integrates with Cordova to support native device features using ngCordova, and you will discover how to take advantage of existing modules around its ecosystem. You will also delve
into advanced topics, including how to extend Ionic to create new components. Finally, the book will walk you through customizing the Ionic theme and building the app so that it can be deployed to all platforms. Style
and approach This book follows a recipe-based approach to cross-platform mobile app development, where each task is explained in a conversational and easy-to-follow style. Every topic explains individual features or
components of Ionic, and provides extra details for readers to come up with custom solutions based on real-world applications.
LaTeX Cookbook Jul 27 2019 Over 100 hands-on recipes to quickly prepare LaTeX documents of various kinds to solve challenging tasks About This Book Work with modern document classes, such as KOMA-Script
classes Explore the latest LaTeX packages, including TikZ, pgfplots, and biblatex An example-driven approach to creating stunning graphics directly within LaTeX Who This Book Is For If you already know the basics of
LaTeX and you like to get fast, efficient solutions, this is the perfect book for you. If you are an advanced reader, you can use this book's example-driven format to take your skillset to the next level. Some familiarity with
the basic syntax of LaTeX and how to use the editor of your choice for compiling is required. What You Will Learn Choose the right document class for your project to customize its features Utilize fonts globally and
locally Frame, shape, arrange, and annotate images Add a bibliography, a glossary, and an index Create colorful graphics including diagrams, flow charts, bar charts, trees, plots in 2d and 3d, time lines, and mindmaps
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Solve typical tasks for various sciences including math, physics, chemistry, electrotechnics, and computer science Optimize PDF output and enrich it with meta data, annotations, popups, animations, and fill-in fields
Explore the outstanding capabilities of the newest engines and formats such as XeLaTeX, LuaLaTeX, and LaTeX3 In Detail LaTeX is a high-quality typesetting software and is very popular, especially among scientists. Its
programming language gives you full control over every aspect of your documents, no matter how complex they are. LaTeX's huge amount of customizable templates and supporting packages cover most aspects of
writing with embedded typographic expertise. With this book you will learn to leverage the capabilities of the latest document classes and explore the functionalities of the newest packages. The book starts with
examples of common document types. It provides you with samples for tuning text design, using fonts, embedding images, and creating legible tables. Common document parts such as the bibliography, glossary, and
index are covered, with LaTeX's modern approach. You will learn how to create excellent graphics directly within LaTeX, including diagrams and plots quickly and easily. Finally, you will discover how to use the new
engines XeTeX and LuaTeX for advanced programming and calculating with LaTeX. The example-driven approach of this book is sure to increase your productivity. Style and approach This book guides you through the
world of LaTeX based on over a hundred hands-on examples. These are explained in detail and are designed to take minimal time and to be self-compliant.
Active Directory Cookbook Nov 22 2021 If you're among those looking for practical hands-on support, help is here with Active Directory Cookbook, Second Edition, a unique problem-solving guide that offers quick
answers for Active Directory and updated for Window Server 2003 SP1 and R2 versions. The book contains hundreds of step-by-step solutions for both common and uncommon problems that you're likely to encounter
with Active Directory on a daily basis--including recipes to deal with the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), ADAM, multi-master replication, Domain Name System (DNS), Group Policy, the Active Directory
Schema, and many other features. Author Robbie Allen, a Technical Leader at Cisco Systems, MVP for Directory Services, and co-author of Active Directory, Third Edition and Laura E. Hunter, MVP for Windows ServerNetworking and author of several books, have based this collection of troubleshooting recipes on their own experience, along with input from Windows administrators. Each recipe includes a discussion explaining how
and why the solution works, so you can adapt the problem-solving techniques to similar situations. This best selling book provides solutions to over 300 problems commonly encountered when deploying, administering,
and automating Active Directory to manage users in Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003. The recipes include: creating domains and trusts renaming a domain controller finding users whose passwords are about to
expire applying a security filter to group policy objects checking for potential replication problems restricting hosts from performing LDAP queries viewing DNS server performance statistics This Cookbook is a perfect
companion to Active Directory, Third Edition, the tutorial that experts hail as the best source for understanding Microsoft's directory service. While Active Directory provides the big picture, Active Directory Cookbook
gives you quick solutions you need to cope with day-to-day dilemmas. Together, these books supply the knowledge and tools so you can get the most out of Active Directory to manage users, groups, computers, domains,
organizational units, and security policies on your network.
Mediterranean Diet Cookbook Sep 08 2020 Are you looking for recipes from Mediterranean diet? If you answered yes, then this cookbook is for you! The Mediterranean diet is one of the healthiest diets today and
could potentially be the answer to slowing down our never-ending obesity epidemic in America. The Mediterranean diet is rich in unsaturated fats, strands, nutrients, and polyphenols, all of which have anti-free radical,
relaxing, and cancer-prevention properties. Phytoestrogens in vegetables regulate the function of sex hormones, preventing the production of the most common tumors in the elderly. New foods grown from the field are
high in cancer-prevention agents that are capable of destroying free radicals, which are responsible for cell degeneration. Vegetable filaments also control and boost intestinal capability, allowing poisons to be released.
The possibilities of following the Mediterranean diet are limitless. It is hard to not like it. There is no such thing as not having enough time. If you can eat, then you can make time for that. You can always find time to
make the Mediterranean diet work in your life with ease. Once you get in the habit of eating the Mediterranean diet then you will see how it becomes a bigger part of your life. This book covers ? Breakfast recipes ?
Appetizers and snacks ? Main dish ? Vegetables and side dishes ? Soup and stew recipes And much more According to a recent Italian report, the Mediterranean way of life increases the quality of life for the elderly. He
emphasized how the Mediterranean diet reduces the risk of disability, depression, and pain in later life. The experts considered 4,470 Americans with an average age of 61 years. People who followed the Mediterranean
route tended to have a higher quality of life, with "a lower prevalence of incapacity and wretchedness" (about 30 percent less). A way of life that not only ensures long life but also a high level of personal satisfaction
Cassandra High Performance Cookbook Oct 02 2022 Over 150 recipes to design and optimize large scale Apache Cassandra deployments.
Quick Healthy Cooking Recipes: Dieting and Grain Free Recipes Jan 25 2022 Quick Healthy Cooking Recipes: Dieting and Grain Free Recipes Everyone can benefit from quick, healthy cooking recipes that won't break
the bank. Whether you're hoping to achieve quick weight loss or just want a few quick dinner recipes to help you get food on the table after work, this cookbook can help you do it. You'll be able to choose from foods
intended for a variety of different diets and personal requirements, so it's easy to suit any diner.
GameMaker Cookbook Jun 25 2019 Over 50 hands-on recipes to help you build exhilarating games using the robust GameMaker system About This Book Design and develop game elements that can be used alone or
stacked to enhance your gaming experience Explore extensions that can unlock GameMaker: Studio's true potential to create complex games A recipe-based, easy-to-follow guide to take your GameMaker skills to the
next level Who This Book Is For This book is intended for GameMaker: Studio enthusiasts who are looking to add more substance and improve their content. If know your way around the program and have some basic
GML skills but want to take them further, then this book is for you. What You Will Learn Set up player control schemes of various types, such as touch controls and a gamepad Create your own physics sandbox Get
accustomed to advanced player movement Implement music and 3D sound in your games Utilize GameMaker's GUI layers to create exciting games Generate adjustable game settings and save systems Add depth to
your game with lighting and special effects In Detail GameMaker: Studio started off as a tool capable of creating simple games using a drag-and-drop interface. Since then, it has grown to become a powerful instrument
to make release-ready games for PC, Mac, mobile devices, and even current-gen consoles. GameMaker is designed to allow its users to develop games without having to learn any of the complex programming languages
such as C++ or Java. It also allows redistribution across multiple platforms. This book teaches you to harness GameMaker: Studio's full potential and take your game development to new heights. It begins by covering
the basics and lays a solid foundation for advanced GameMaker concepts. Moving on, it covers topics such as controls, physics, and advanced movement, employing a strategic approach to the learning curve. The book
concludes by providing insights into complex concepts such as the GUI, menus, save system, lighting, particles, and VFX. By the end of the book, you will be able to design games using GameMaker: Studio and
implement the same techniques in other games you intend to design. Style and approach A problem-solving guide that teaches you the construction of game elements and mechanics to be integrated in games for rapid
prototyping. Each overall topic includes several individual recipes taught through step-by-step instructions, and in-depth follow-up with examples.
The No Recipe Cookbook Jul 19 2021 Change your cooking, change your life! Learning to cook without a recipe can take the stress out of meal planning and cooking. If you’re someone who enjoys browsing the cooking
section of your local bookshop, looking for new inspiration, glossy pictures and recipes… put this book down immediately! It’s not for you. But if you · can’t cook · don’t enjoy cooking · are too busy to cook · have never
prepared a meal · would like to save money · would like to lose weight by eating out less often, or · just want to be more efficient in the kitchen Then this book is the answer to all your mealtime prayers. Foreword by
Australian of the Year 2020 Dr James Muecke In my medical career, I’ve seen so many people who simply lack the tools they need to lead a healthy lifestyle. This book will give you some of these tools. If you don’t know
how to cook or just want to limit the amount of unhealthy takeaway food you eat, The No Recipe Cookbook could be the help you need to change your life. Dr Pillay’s simple, straightforward method is easy to follow and
will have you eager to get into the kitchen and start experimenting. Most of her meal ideas really are faster than ordering a takeaway and they’re definitely healthier. If this book can help even a handful of people to
start cooking for themselves, it will be a step in the right direction. Let’s all get into the kitchen and start taking back control over what we eat. Your health is in your hands. Dr James Muecke AM MBBS (Hons)
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FRANZCO, Australian of the Year 2020 Ophthalmologist, Chairman Sight For All
Groovy 2 Cookbook Aug 27 2019 This book follows a Cookbook style and is packed with intermediate and advanced level recipes.This book is for Java developers who have an interest in discovering new ways to
quickly get the job done using a new language that shares many similarities with Java. The book’s recipes start simple, therefore no previous Groovy experience is required to understand the code and the explanations
accompanying the examples.
Twilio Cookbook Oct 10 2020 This book is a practical, hands-on guide that provides the reader with a number of clear, step-by-step exercises.This book is great for developers who already have knowledge of PHP and
MySQL and who want to learn about integrating Twilio’s API into their websites for telephone solutions.
The Black Dog Summer on the Vineyard Cookbook Sep 28 2019 The first cookbook from The Black Dog Tavern contains a collection of recipes from the summertime menu of this Martha's Vineyard restaurant, which has
been deemed a true American institution. 75 color photos, 25 line drawings.
PostgreSQL 11 Administration Cookbook Jul 07 2020 A practical guide to administer, monitor and replicate your PostgreSQL 11 database Key FeaturesStudy and apply the newly introduced features in PostgreSQL
11Tackle any problem in PostgreSQL 11 administration and managementCatch up on expert techniques for monitoring, fine-tuning, and securing your databaseBook Description PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source
database management system with an enviable reputation for high performance and stability. With many new features in its arsenal, PostgreSQL 11 allows you to scale up your PostgreSQL infrastructure. This book
takes a step-by-step, recipe-based approach to effective PostgreSQL administration. The book will introduce you to new features such as logical replication, native table partitioning, additional query parallelism, and
much more to help you to understand and control, crash recovery and plan backups. You will learn how to tackle a variety of problems and pain points for any database administrator such as creating tables, managing
views, improving performance, and securing your database. As you make steady progress, the book will draw attention to important topics such as monitoring roles, backup, and recovery of your PostgreSQL 11
database to help you understand roles and produce a summary of log files, ensuring high availability, concurrency, and replication. By the end of this book, you will have the necessary knowledge to manage your
PostgreSQL 11 database efficiently. What you will learnTroubleshoot open source PostgreSQL version 11 on various platformsDeploy best practices for planning and designing live databasesSelect and implement robust
backup and recovery techniques in PostgreSQL 11Use pgAdmin or OmniDB to perform database administrator (DBA) tasksAdopt efficient replication and high availability techniques in PostgreSQLImprove the
performance of your PostgreSQL solutionWho this book is for This book is designed for database administrators, data architects, database developers, or anyone with an interest in planning and running live production
databases using PostgreSQL 11. It is also ideal if you’re looking for hands-on solutions to any problem associated with PostgreSQL 11 administration. Some experience with handling PostgreSQL databases will be
beneficial
Solr Cookbook - Third Edition Jan 31 2020 This book is for intermediate Solr Developers who are willing to learn and implement Pro-level practices, techniques, and solutions. This edition will specifically appeal to
developers who wish to quickly get to grips with the changes and new features of Apache Solr 5.
PostgreSQL 10 Administration Cookbook Aug 08 2020 A practical guide to administer, monitor and replicate your PostgreSQL 10 database Key Features Get to grips with the capabilities of PostgreSQL 10 to administer
your database more efficiently Monitor, tune, secure and protect your database for optimal performance A step-by-step, recipe-based guide to help you tackle any problem in PostgreSQL 10 administration with ease
Book Description PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source database management system with an enviable reputation for high performance and stability. With many new features in its arsenal, PostgreSQL 10 allows users
to scale up their PostgreSQL infrastructure. This book takes a step-by-step, recipe-based approach to effective PostgreSQL administration. Throughout this book, you will be introduced to these new features such as
logical replication, native table partitioning, additional query parallelism, and much more. You will learn how to tackle a variety of problems that are basically the pain points for any database administrator - from
creating tables to managing views, from improving performance to securing your database. More importantly, the book pays special attention to topics such as monitoring roles, backup, and recovery of your
PostgreSQL 10 database, ensuring high availability, concurrency, and replication. By the end of this book, you will know everything you need to know to be the go-to PostgreSQL expert in your organization. What you
will learn Get to grips with the newly released PostgreSQL 10 features to improve database performance and reliability Manage open source PostgreSQL versions 10 on various platforms. Explore best practices for
planning and designing live databases Select and implement robust backup and recovery techniques in PostgreSQL 10 Explore concise and clear guidance on replication and high availability Discover advanced
technical tips for experienced users Who this book is for This book is for database administrators, data architects, developers, or anyone with an interest in planning for, or running, live production databases using
PostgreSQL. It is most suited to those looking for hands-on solutions to any problem associated with PostgreSQL administration.
MySQL Cookbook Jan 13 2021 DuBois organizes his cookbook's recipes into sections on the problem, the solution stated simply, and the solution implemented in code and discussed. The implementation and discussion
sections are the most valuable, as they contain the command sequences, code listings, and design explanations that can be transferred to outside projects.
Betty Crocker's Quick & Easy Cookbook Oct 22 2021 Available in a hardcover, ring-binder format, a collection of quick, easy recipes from the annals of Betty Crocker focuses on streamlined recipes and advice on
prepping for a meal, with a collection of more than three hundred wholesome and tasty dishes that can be made in thirty minutes or less.
The Complete Instant Pot Cookbook Mar 27 2022 Do you want to make an effortless progress in your kitchen regardless of the occasion? Do you want to save time cooking healthy meals on any budget? In this cookbook
you will find: Simple and quick solutions as to how to use your Instant Pot effectively Easy-to-cook and delicious-to-taste instant pot recipes Improved techniques on how to cook in the most efficient way using the
Instant Pot Thanks to this great cooking device, the Instant Pot, cooking quick and budget-friendly meals is easier than ever. No matter if you're a solo eater, or if you cook for the whole family or friends - you'll always
find dozens of recipes to satisfy everyone. Every flavor-filled recipe in this book is illustrated with clear photographs showing exactly what to do in each step. There are no surprises: no hard-to-find ingredients, no fussy
extra techniques, and nothing even the most reluctant cooks can't master in moments. Finally there's your All-on-one Instant Pot recipes cookbook, for any occasion for any guest for any budget! Get the best-selling
instant pot cookbook now and master your Instant Pot!
C# Programming Cookbook Feb 23 2022 Quick fixes to your common C# programming problems, with a focus on C# 6.0 About This Book Unique recipes for C#, that places it in its real-world context. You will be
able to get yourself out of any coding-corner youve backed yourself into. All code samples available through GitHub to bring C#. In line with modern development workflows, written to the latest specification of C# 6.0.
Who This Book Is For The book is aimed at developers who have basic familiarity with C# programming and will know the VS 2015 environment. What You Will Learn Write better and less code to achieve the same
result as in previous versions of C#. Generate tests from the Code Contracts for mission critical methods. Integrate code in Visual Studio with GitHub. Create a web application in Azure. Design and build a microservice
architecture Demystify the Rx library using Reactive extensions Write high performing codes in C# and understanding multi-threading. Security and Debugging. Implement Code Contracts on code in Visual Studio. In
Detail During your application development workflow, there is always a moment when you need to get out of a tight spot. Through a recipe-based approach, this book will help you overcome common programming
problems and get your applications ready to face the modern world. We start with C# 6, giving you hands-on experience with the new language features. Next, we work through the tasks that you perform on a daily
basis such as working with strings, generics, and lots more. Gradually, we move on to more advanced topics such as the concept of object-oriented programming, asynchronous programming, reactive extensions, and
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code contracts. You will learn responsive high performance programming in C# and how to create applications with Azure. Next, we will review the choices available when choosing a source control solution. At the end
of the book, we will show you how to create secure and robust code, and will help you ramp up your skills when using the new version of C# 6 and Visual Studio Style and Approach Unique recipe-based guide that will
help you gain a solid understanding of the new concepts in C# 6 and Visual Studio Enterprise 2015 in a concise and technically correct manner.
Neo4j Cookbook Nov 30 2019 If you are already using Neo4j in your application and want to learn more about data analysis or database graphs, this is the book for you. This book also caters for your needs if you are
looking to migrate your existing application to Neo4j in the future. We assume that you are already familiar with any general purpose programming language and have some familiarity with Neo4j.
SAP ABAP Advanced Cookbook Jul 31 2022 This book is written in simple, easy to understand format with lots of screenshots and step-by-step explanations. If you are an ABAP developer and consultant looking forward
to build advanced SAP programming applications with ABAP, then this is the best guide for you. Basic knowledge of ABAP programming would be required.
The South Beach Diet Super Quick Cookbook Jun 29 2022 Make fast food superhealthy with hundreds of brand new quick-and-easy recipes from the test kitchens of the South Beach Diet. From meal planning and
shopping to prepping, cooking, and serving, you'll save hours of time with this speedy cookbook that makes leading the South Beach Diet lifestyle easier and more convenient than ever. With 200 family-pleasing recipes
and 60 taste-tempting color photographs, you'll be able to serve up a fast, delicious, diet-conscious meal every night of the week. The South Beach Diet Super Quick Cookbook by Arthur Agatston, M.D. includes: • Graband-Go recipes for healthy eating on the go • Cook Once, Eat Twice dishes that maximize your time in the kitchen • Recipes for Two that minimize waste and leftovers • Nearly instant recipes that are ready in 15
minutes or less • Tips for Super-Quick, Budget-Conscious Shopping • Ideas for getting the most out of your pantry and freezer
Food IQ Sep 01 2022 In the spirit of books like Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat and Food Lab, an informative, entertaining, and essential guide to taking your kitchen smarts to a higher level—from two food world professionals (a
chef and a writer). A Publishers Weekly bestseller and one of the top cookbooks of 2022 (Food & Wine, The Sporkful, CBS Saturday Morning, Today Show). When food writer Matt Rodbard met chef Daniel Holzman
while covering the opening of his restaurant, The Meatball Shop, on New York's Lower East Side, it was a match made in questions. More than a decade later, the pair have remained steadfast friends—they write a
popular column together, and talk, text, and DM about food constantly. Now, in Food IQ, they're sharing their passion and deep curiosity for home cooking, and the food world zeitgeist, with everyone. Featuring 100
essential cooking questions and answers, Food IQ includes recipes and instructions for a variety of dishes that utilize a wide range of ingredients and methods. Holzman and Rodbard provide essential information every
home cook needs on a variety of cooking fundamentals, including: Why does pasta always taste better in a restaurant? (The key to a perfect sauce is not pasta water, but a critical step involving . . . emulsification.) When
is it okay to cook with frozen vegetables? (Deep breath. It's very much OK, but only with certain types.) What is baker's math, and why is it the secret to perfect pastry every time? (It uses the weight of flour as the
constant and . . . we have a handy chart for you.) Rodbard and Holzman also offer dozens of delicious recipes, such as Oyakodon--Chicken and Eggs Poached in Sweet Soy Sauce Dashi, The Cast Iron Quesadilla That Will
Change the Way You Quesadilla, and 40 Minute Red Sauce. Throughout this culinary reference guide and cookbook readers can expect to find both wisdom and wit, as well as stunning photos and illustrations, and
illuminating conversations with notable chefs, writers, and food professionals such as Ina Garten, Roy Choi, Eric Ripert, Helen Rosner, Thérèse Nelson, Priya Krishna, and Claire Saffitz. From grilling to sous vide,
handmade pasta to canned fish, and deconstructing everything from salt and olive oil to organic produce and natural wine, Food IQ is a one-stop shop for foodies and home cooks, from novices to the most-adventurous
culinarians. You don't know what you don't know.
Pentaho Analytics for MongoDB Cookbook Jun 05 2020 Over 50 recipes to learn how to use Pentaho Analytics and MongoDB to create powerful analysis and reporting solutions About This Book Create reports and
stunning dashboards with MongoDB data Accelerate data access and maximize productivity with unique features of Pentaho for MongoDB A step-by-step recipe-based guide for making full use of Pentaho suite tools
with MongoDB Who This Book Is For This book is intended for data architects and developers with a basic level of knowledge of MongoDB. Familiarity with Pentaho is not expected. What You Will Learn Extract, load,
and transform data from MongoDB collections to other datasources Design Pentaho Reports using different types of connections for MongoDB Create a OLAP mondrian schema for MongoDB Explore your MongoDB
data using Pentaho Analyzer Utilize the drag and drop web interface to create dashboards Use Kettle Thin JDBC with MongoDB for analysis Integrate advanced dashboards with MondoDB using different types of
connections Publish and run a report on Pentaho BI server using a web interface In Detail MongoDB is an open source, schemaless NoSQL database system. Pentaho as a famous open source Analysis tool provides high
performance, high availability, and easy scalability for large sets of data. The variant features in Pentaho for MongoDB are designed to empower organizations to be more agile and scalable and also enables applications
to have better flexibility, faster performance, and lower costs. Whether you are brand new to online learning or a seasoned expert, this book will provide you with the skills you need to create turnkey analytic solutions
that deliver insight and drive value for your organization. The book will begin by taking you through Pentaho Data Integration and how it works with MongoDB. You will then be taken through the Kettle Thin JDBC
Driver for enabling a Java application to interact with a database. This will be followed by exploration of a MongoDB collection using Pentaho Instant view and creating reports with MongoDB as a datasource using
Pentaho Report Designer. The book will then teach you how to explore and visualize your data in Pentaho BI Server using Pentaho Analyzer. You will then learn how to create advanced dashboards with your data. The
book concludes by highlighting contributions of the Pentaho Community. Style and approach A comprehensive, recipe-based guide to take complete advantage of the Pentaho Analytics for MongoDB.
What the F*@# Should I Make for Dinner? Nov 03 2022 Don’t know what to make for dinner? Is every evening an occasion for duress and deliberation? No more! What the F*@# Should I Make For Dinner? gets
everyone off their a**es and in the kitchen. Derived from the incredibly popular website, whatthefuckshouldimakefordinner.com, the book functions like a "Choose your own adventure” cookbook, with options on each
page for another f*@#ing idea for dinner. With 50 recipes to choose from, guided by affrontingly creative navigational prompts, both meat-eaters and vegetarians can get cooking and leave their indecisive selves
behind.
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